We give some new optimum Golomb rectangles found by computer search.
It follows that
. This suffices to prove the claim and the lemma. 2 Lemma 1 means that searches for Golomb rectangles can be performed with a modified version of the author's Golomb ruler search program (see [3] ). This program performs a straightforward depth first backtrack search. It builds up a Golomb ruler by picking a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k in order (a j being picked at level j of the search tree). At each node of the search tree the program keeps track of which differences have been used (i.e. are formed by pairs of the elements which have already been picked) and of which integers can be adjoined to the current ruler without violating the distinct difference condition. The sons of a node at level j are formed by setting a j+1 to each of the elements in the level j eligibility list in turn. The search tree is pruned (i.e. the program backtracks) when too few integers remain eligible to allow completion of the ruler, when not enough small differences remain unused to allow completion of the ruler or when allowed by symmetry conditions. (Symmetry conditions allow search trees to be pruned because we need only generate one member of each symmetry class of solutions. Clever use of symmetry can produce dramatic improvements in running times.) The following symmetry conditions were used in the Golomb rectangle program. Assume at least half the ones are in the left half of the rectangle (flip left and right if necessary). Assume the top half of the first column contains a one (clearly in an optimum rectangle the first column must contain a one, flip top and bottom if necessary). These conditions are probably not the best (in particular the second condition could assume the top half of the first column contains at least half the ones in the first column) but they were simple to implement. One can choose to search for N × M rectangles or for M × N rectangles. The main runs were done with N ≤ M although that is not always the best choice.
The entire program amounts to about 100 lines of VS Fortran code. As is often the case for this sort of program running times (on a 3090 IBM mainframe) increased rapidly with the problem size. For example showing G(7, 11) < 14 required 640 seconds of cpu time but showing G(9, 12) < 16 required 44000 seconds of cpu time. On average each node visited in the search tree required about 6 microseconds of cpu time.
A skeptical reader might ask why he should believe the program is correct. Checking that the rectangles found are in fact Golomb rectangles is fairly simple. An independent program checked this for the rectangles in table 1. It is possible (although tedious) to do these checks by hand. The validity of the assertion that the rectangles in table 1 are optimum (i.e. that Golomb rectangles with better parameters do not exist) is more problematic. However, the following factors give the author confidence that his search program has not missed any superior rectangles. The program successfully reproduced (with the exception noted above) the results Robinson obtained with a completely different program. The program is reasonably small (100 lines of code). Additionally, the basic algorithm and much of the code is the same as for the author's Golomb ruler program. The results obtained by the Golomb ruler program are in agreement with those obtained by other researchers using independent programs. Of course, additional checking is always possible. For example, it would be nice to do searches on N × M rectangles and on M × N rectangles as the search trees will be completely different (when N = M ). However, as noted above this was not done for the large cases. 
